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SUMMARY 

The preserve industry used about 300 million pounds of fruit and berries 
(fresh weight equivalent) in the manufacture of jams, preserves, and jellies 
during 1953, including limited quantities used in making pie fillings and re- 
lated products. About 6 percent of this amount was received in frozen 
form--)\1 percent as frozen fruits and berries and 5 percent as frozen juice. 
The second largest source of fruits was in the form of nonfrozen juices, which 
represented 29 percent of the total. This was followed by 15 percent fresh, 
9 percent canned, and 1 percent dried fruits and berries, 

Preservers located at a distance from fruit sources generally used froz™m 
fruit, except for pineapple, peaches, and apricots. Large percentages of 

their purchases of these three fruits were of carned fruit. These preservers 
also tended to purchase juices, rather than fruit, for making jelly. The 
bulk of the fresh fruits and berries was used by preservers located near fruit 
SOUrCeSe 

During 1953 the preserve industry used almost 36 percent of the frozen 
fruits and berries packed in containers holding over 10 pounds. This was 
equivalent to 23.3 percent of the total 1953 commercial frozen fruit and berry 
pack. Preservers were a major outlet for all frozen fruits and berries ex= 
cept apples, cherries, and blueberries. 

The preserve industry reported general satisfaction with the frozen 
fruits and berries received in recent years. The leading area in which im- 
provements were suggested was in the development or utilization of better 
methods to control oxidation or "browning" of frozen light-fleshed fruits, 

such as peaches and apricots. 

Commercial jam, preserve, and jelly production increased rapidly during 
the 6-year period 1916-53. In addition to meeting the increased demand re- 
sulting from a population growth rate of around 1.5 percent a year, production 
rose from about 2.98 pounds per person in 1918 to almost 3.66 pounds in 1953. 
Production per capita rose about 23 percent during this period. 

| This increase in per capita production of these preserves appeared to be 
Closely associated with changes in personal disposable income. When average 

spendable income increased 1.1 percent, it tended to be accompanied by a 
l-percent increase in preserve production. When income dropped in 19,9, jam 
production also fell. These conclusions are based upon a direct comparison 
of these factors without adjustment for changes in other variables, such as 
| pricee 

Basic relationships that prevailed in 1948 between consumption and family 
income indicate that further income rises may tend to increase demand for 

jams, preserves, and jellies, but at a diminishing rate. If these 198 rela- 
tionships hold, consumption of these products may be expected to increase to 
around ) pounds per capita by 1975. During the next 20 years, population 
growth may play a relatively greater part than higher national income in in- 
creasing the overall market for jams, preserves, and jellies. 

| - iii - 



By 1975, it is estimated that commercial preserve production may rise to 
an amount within a range of 825 to 915 million pounds, or about lO to 55 per- 
cent greater than 1953 production, Such a preserve pack would require from 
410 to 460 million pounds of fruit (fresh weight equivalent). 

If the relationship in volume of fruits received in frozen form to quane 
tities received in nonfrozen form remains the same, 1975 usage of frozen 
fruits by the preserve industry should be between 190 and 210 million pounds. 
This would represent an increase from 1953 of about 50 to 70 million pounds of 
frozen fruits. Such increases would be equivalent to between 9 and 13 percent 
of the total 1953 frozen fruit pack, excluding frozen citrus juice concentrates, 

~jV- 



SURVEY OF FRUIT USE BY PRESERVE MANUFACTURERS 

By Robert B. Reese, agricuitural economist 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

: Increasing quantities of agricultural products are being marketed in 
frozen form. What is the present and potential impact of this change upon 
agricultural marketing? Prior to any such evaluation, it is necessary to de- 
termine the relative size and nature of the major market outlets for frozen 
| foods. 

| More than 65 percent of the 1953 frozen fruit and berry pack, excluding 
frozen juice concentrates, was packed in the large containers used by food 
manufacturers and the institutional trade. The bulk of this pack was pur- 
‘chased by preservers, pie bakers, ice cream manufacturers, restaurants, and 
cafeterias. 

This study of fruit use by preserve manufacturers is one of a series de- 
|signed to measure the relative size and nature of each of the major users of 
frozen fruits and berries. The aim of this survey is to answer the following 
‘questions: 

1. How much frozen fruit is used in preserve manufacturing? 

2. How does this volume of frozen fruits compare with the 
quantities of fresh and canned fruits used? 

3. What suggestions does the preserving industry offer for 
improving frozen fruits to meet its needs? 

he What is the outlook for future use of frozen fruits in 
preserve manufacture? 

| Information on fruit use was obtained from over 80 percent of the pre- 
serving firms in the United States by mail questionnaires and personal inter- 
views. Regional estimates of jam, preserve, and jelly production, by fruit 
type, for a composite of nonrespondent firms were obtained from the U. S. 
Department of Commerce. 1/ Estimates as to total fruit usage by nonrespond-= 
ents were developed on a regional basis by applying representative fruit-use 
Yratios to these production estimates. The resulting quantities of fruits were 
allocated to nonrespondents by form--fresh, frozen, and canned==in the same 
ratios as these forms were used by firms reporting in the survey. The 

1/ Regional production data were combined in a manner so as not to re= 
veal identity or output of any single firm. 
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resultant total fruit use--actual and estimated--probably represents over 90 
percent of all fruit usage by the preserve industry for the manufacture of 
jams, preserves, and jellies. 2/ 

Additional information was collected through personal interviews, second= 
ary data, and trade sources with regard to characteristics of the preserve 
industry which influence fruit usage. These data were used to evaluate sug-= 

gestions concerning frozen fruits and the outlook for their future use. 

QUANTITIES OF FRUITS USED IN PRESERVE MANUFACTURE 

It is estimated that about 300 million pounds of fruits and berries 
(fresh weight equivalent) were used in the manufacture of jams, preserves, 
and jellies during 1953. 2/ 

Table 1 shows estimated quantities of fruits used (fresh weight equiva- 
lent) in the manufacture of jams, preserves, and jellies during 1953. 3/ Five 
fruits--strawberries, grapes, apples, blackberries, and peaches--accounted 
for more than 70 percent of the fruits used. The next five fruits in import-e 
ance=-red and black raspberries, cherries, apricots, and pineapple--accounted 
for almost 20 percent more. Thus, 10 fruits represented more than 90 percent 
of the fruit used in jam, preserve, and jelly manufacturing during 1953. 

Consumption of individual fruits and berries by the preserving industry 
varies widely between regions. This variation may reflect regional speciali- 
zations in preserve production, differences in regional demand for preserves 
made from various fruits, delivered fruit-price relationships, and local 
availability of fruits. Table 2 gives the percentages of fruits used by the 
preserve agit in the Northeastern, North Central, Southern, and Western 
regionse 

oy, Estimate does not include any fruits used in the manufacture of 
marmalades or fruit butters; limited amounts used in pie fillings and related 
products are included. 

3/ Includes limited quantities for pie fillings, punch bases, fruit 
toppings, and other products manufactured by preservers. 

4/ Based upon Census regions. 
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Table 1.--Estimated quantities of fruits used in the commercial manufacture 
of jams, preserves, and jellies, 1953 

Fruits and berries 

SUtPAWDEITIeCS ccccccccccccccccccsccscccocoses 

Grapes COSCO HECHEOCHEESEOHHE SES HCOCEEEEEOOREOEO® 

Apples CROTCH HC EEE RESCECEHECEETOEECOCOELOLERECES 

Blackberries 1/ CHOCO CHCOCCEH OLE SCSESESECEO ESE LCE® 

BCACNES [occcce dedicccccccccccioncccoseccscesece 

Red raspberries COCKE OC OLE EC SELES OCEEEEEO OE 

CHETTLES ceccccccccccavsccscescescececcssore 

Pineapple COOH CEESOHAEECELEOSSTSEHEEHEHEOCLEHELLES 

Apricots @eeeeeeeeveecea2esceee a oeceaneeeoqgeae eoee2eenoenee8@ 

Black raSpberT1eS cececcecccccccccccccccccoce : 
BeIANES <eecceles bcc ccwcedlasecccecoecdecscece. 

Red plums COSC CEH OLEH EE EESOSEOOLELELOEL OLED «& 

Crabapples COOHCCHEHOCEHSESHSEHHCOSCHESOHSOEESCECEOES = 

BIUCDEITICS cocccccccccccccccccccceccccceces 

Elderberries ceccccccccccccccssccccccccccccce 

~Damson plums COSECE CEC CELO HCE EECOOEEE ESOL ELEDE 

Miscellaneous fruits and berrieS cecoccccces 

Total or average COTCHCCOEOCLOOCELEOHOOECE 

Quantity of fruits used 
Equivalent Percentage 

fresh weight of total 

1,000 pounds Percent 

575219 19.1 

58,226 19.5 
55,859 18.7 
21, /22 

20, 759 
13,677 
12, (85 
11,263 

: LO, tle 
8,819 

ee 88 e808 

eo ©86 e868 ©8 868 868 88 C&@ 88 S88 fF eq ef 86 68 0 

@ eoe@66UmFmC HMC 

NM UL MSO 33 MWWO HAMW NOW 

ao e868 N ve —) U1 ~J 

eee @ @ 

ron 
~ \O ro! ~) 

OP ODOO PP NNWWEEaS 
35998 ‘ 

298, 729 100. oO 

Ly Includes dewberries, boysenberries, youngberries, and loganberries. 
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Table 2.--Regional differences in use of fruits and berries in the manufacture 
of jams, preserves, and jellies, 1953 

Percentage of fruits used (equivalent fresh weight) 

Fruits and berries : North=- : North 3; : : United 
: east : Central: South : West : States 
: a tee ae ene Vt a ic 

: Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
StrawberrieS eccccecccce 3 36 Zhe 15.5 206 100.0 

GFapeS ecocccccccccccce > h2.9 28.5 17.8 10.8 100.0 

Apples ies [cess ccs c ces yor. 42.0 3165 9.0 100.0 
Blackberries hh/ secoee = 2167 2291 30.3 2563 100.0 
Peaches ecececceccececee = 21.2 21.0 hOe3 16.8 16630 

Red raspberries eccoce ° Srl 2622 10.6 12,2 100.0 

Cherries wecceccesecea: Lack 31.4 16.1 eh 100.0 

Apricots eoecscccccvecs + 200) 32.8 LOe7 36.1 100.0 

Black raspberries eoee = 2.0 6.7 8.9 2 el 100.0 

Pineapple Cececccversee =| 62a 17.9 17.8 1.6 100.0 

CULrranUS «cess cesses eee: 709 2u55 306 2120 100.0 

Red plums ecccceccesce & 6.9 29.63 39.1 2hel 100.0 

Crabapples eeoeceeeceeee & 46.6 38.1 5.0 10.3 100.0 

Blueberries ceeccecccee : 89.5 10.1 Ol 0.3 100.0 

ElderberrieS eecccccce : 0.3 2765 = lee 100.0 

Damson plums eccocceen *& 26.6 PANE SS. 51.5 = 100.0 

Miscellaneous : 
fruits and berries .: 2.6 23.9 yh.3 Te2 100.0 

Average eeooovecen ° 33.5 29 elt 2n5 15.6 100.0 

1/ Includes East North Central and West North Central States. 
2/ Includes South Atlantic and South Central States. 
5 Includes Mountain and Pacific States. 
L/ Includes dewberries, boysenberries, youngberries, and loganberries. 

As shown in table 3, regional use of fruits in the manufacture of jams, 
preserves, and jellies generally followed the population pattern, This rela- 
tionship was close in the North Central and Western regions. The proportion 
of fruits used in the Northeastern region exceeded the percentage of total 
population of this region. This was counterbalanced by a lower fruit-use 
population ratio found in the Southern States. 
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able 3.--Percentage distribution of fruits and berries used in preserve 
manufacture, and of population, by regions, 1953 

SEE nnn nRRR RRR RRR Re 

Fruits used 

Region .in preserve ; Population 
-manufacture ° 

Percent Percent 
NOTCH CAS U wa.e 0.4) 6 66,0 © 6.0.0 06 0100.60 0,.0100,60:0 6106 ° 3365 2547 

North Central @@e@e@eee@eeneoeaeaeonee eo eo1eenedese esd 80 OS 0 3 29. 29062 

South eeeeeaeaxa @©eoeeesoeoesneaeneseeneeoeaeeesneo7seneoneene ee @ @ 2 21.5 313 

West @eeeeeeeaeoeeeeeeeeeee ©8282 OPSCH8A2S8SHHe®S +4 550 1356 

WnrGed SCALES seceaccceoccccececoce 100.0 100.0 

Preservers in the Northeastern States used about one-third of all the 
fruits and berries used in preserve manufacture. They consumed more than 
half of the red raspberries, pineapple, blueberries, and elderberries. In 
addition, the Northeastern region was the leading regional market for straw- 
berries, grapes, cherries, currants, and crabapples during 1953. 

More than 29 percent of the fruits and berries was consumed in the North 
Central region. This region was the leading user of apples and black rasp- 
berries and was a heavy consumer of most of the other fruits and berries. 
The use of most fruits and berries tends to approach the average use of all 
fruits and berries more closely in the North Central than in any other region. 

The South accounted for more than 21 percent of all fruits and berries 
used in preserve manufacture. More blackberries, peaches, red plums, damson 
plums, and miscellaneous fruits and berries were consumed in the South than 
in any other region. Large quantities of apples also were used. 

Western preservers used less than 16 percent of all fruits and berries 
made into jams, preserves, and jellies. However, they led in the use of apri- 
cots, and were heavy consumers of strawberries, blackberries, currants, and 
red plums. 

It would appear that preserve production in the South and West shows the 
greatest specialization by type of fruit. The least specialization was indi- 
cated for the North Central region. No data are available as to regional de- 
mand for preserves of different types of fruit or as to the interregional 
movement of these products. Therefore, only a limited evaluation may be made 
as to the effect of the regional differences in fruit use patterns. 

389515 O- 56 -2 
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FORM OF FRUITS USED IN PRESERVE MANUFACTURE 

About 66 percent of the fruits and juices (fresh weight equivalent) used 
in jam, preserve, and jelly manufacture was received in fruit form--more than 
1 percent as frozen fruit, almost 15 percent as fresh fruit, 9 percent as 
canned fruit, and more than 1 percent, dried. The remaining 3) percent in- 
cluded nonfrozen juices (about 29 percent) and frozen juices (5 percent). 
Table shows the proportions of individual fruits and berries received in the > 
various fruit forms. Frozen fruits represented over 61 percent of the entire 
quantity received as fruits--excluding juices. This provides an indication of — 
the relative importance of frozen fruits and berries to the preserve industry. 

Table 4.--Relative importance of form of fruit purchased for the manufacture 
of jams, preserves, and jellies, 1953 

: Fruits purchased (fresh weight equivalent) | 

Fruits and berries ; In form of fruit : In juice form : 
é : : ?Dried: : Non= Total 

"Frozen sFresh :Canned: 1/ : Frozen :frozen : 

; Pot, Pet. Pet. fet, Pet, Pet. Pet, 
StLrAWDETTLeS ecsocccceecee : 81.8 ee a se x P| 100.0 

Grapes Ceeercececceeseses >; Kops 24.5 Net Tec 15.0 S71 co 100.0 

Apples Siossiic ceeccssiaceee S Ulel 16.6 e3 200 AS 78.8 100.0 

Blackberries 2/ eeecveceeee = The7 Oe el — hel sw 100.0 

PEACHES <coceccccvcceccsce. * 29.8 17.6 52.6 - = - 100.0 

Red raspberries eeeceecoeee = 90.2 1.5 = — (PS! 1.0 100.0 

Cherries COCO CLES LCELOS 2 Thel bao aS = 9ef 8.0 100.0 

Apricots Ccoereceecseessee © 39.4 4.5 35.3 10.8 = = 100.90 

Black raspberries eeescee 3: 68,0 2e5 03 eZ 8.6 20.1, * 100.0 
Pineapple eceecceccoreeeee ° - = IVs - - 206. 1607.0 

Currants COeCCOCCE LEC CEEOS & BO ek 1.5 ol Peat 19.5 Neg a 100.0 

Red plums Coeecerscecceseeoe 8 (30k 2369 e3 - ec 205 100.0 

Crabapples CCoeeoeceececoee »> Jel esa — - h.O 89,2 100,09 

Blueberries Ceoeeeceeeeeeae 2 94.0 6.0 - - - - 100.6 

Elderberries Coeececesecee & 15.8 28.0 = = = 56,2 100.0 

Damson plums eclcle cslssiccee, SOiiee 9.7 - - = 35k LOG, © 

Miscellaneous : 
fruits ”and" berries ‘.cee 2) 509) Aled) Oey aa) ae 3509 +000 

Average eecosevcesece d 40.8 15.0 9.1 Lé5 5.2 28.6 100.0 

iW Includes some items used in manufacture of pie fillings and related 
products. 
2/ Includes dewberries, boysenberries, youngberries, and loganberries. 

More strawberries, blackberries, red and black raspberries, cherries, 
apricots, red plums, and blueberries were received as frozen fruit than in any 
other form. With the exception of apricots, the frozen product accounted for 
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more than 50 percent of the total quantity of these fruits used in all forms, 

Only damson plums were received primarily as fresh fruit. The canned 
form was predominant for peaches and pineapple. Nonfrozen juice was the lead- 
ing form in which grapes, apples, currants, crabapples, elderberries, and mis- 
_cellaneous fruits and berries were received. The bulk of nonfrozen apple 
juice was in concentrates. It is estimated that almost 600,000 gallons of 
concentrated apple juice were used by the preserve industry during 1953. 

The relative importance of the form in which fruits and berries were pur- 
| chased by preservers in the different regions is shown in table 5. These fig- 
ures are averages for all fruits used. Detailed regional information on the 
_form in which individual fruits were received is contained in appendix 
table 1). 

Table 5.--Percentage distribution of form of fruits and berries purchased for 
manufacture of jams, preserves, and jellies, by regions, 1953 i] 

Region : Fruit oe 
Frozen: Fresh : Canned : Dried . juices 

, Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

MOTENCAGL i cls.c0c 0 cle celeces c0 ce ea ic 2.7 19 141 5 = Bite? 

East North Central eceoersecececere0e = bhel 1h.6 5.9 We3 30.8 

foci orthe Central, scccccccocece : cle 0.4 Bal - 2265 

PIMC AUIANEIC. coccccccsesccocee : 21,0 3353 eps = 39.4 

| South Central COeceoveceesereseeee 2 29.67 11.0 10.0 - 11.3 

West @eeeeeeoeaeoseonvnoaosvneeneoesneeeonseoed ded @ ° 45.3 29 oil: 2elt 0.6 22¢0 

United States cecccccccccce ° 40.8 15.0 yeas 1.3 B30 

i/ Fresh weight equivalents. Includes some products used in manufacture of 
pie fillings and related products. 

} 

From table 5 it is apparent that wide regional differences exist in the 
form in which fruits are obtained. Whereas frozen fruits represented over 71 

| percent of all fruits (including juices) used in preserve manufacture in the 
West North Central States, they were equivalent to only 21 percent in the 
South Atlantic States, The converse was found in the use of fresh fruits. 

Preservers in the South Atlantic area consumed about one-third of their total 

| fruits in fresh form, whereas firms in the West North Central area handled 
‘negligible quantities of fresh fruits. The South Central and Northeastern 
States were the heaviest users of canned fruits and berries. Juices in frozen 

and nonfrozen form were the most important single fruit source in the South 

The regional differences in total fruit use, by form, reflect variations 
/occurring in the use of each individual fruit or berry. Analysis of these 
| products indicates that a pattern exists. The bulk of fresh fruits and ber- 
ries used in preserving is consumed by firms located in the regions where 
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these fruits are grown. It would appear that relatively little fresh fruit 
was shipped outside a producing region for use in preserve manufacture. Pre- 
servers located at a distance from fruit sources generally used frozen fruits 
with the major exceptions of pineapple, peaches, and, to a lesser extent, 
apricots. Of these commodities, important volumes of the canned product were 
utilized. Preservers located at a distance from fruit-producing areas tended 
to purchase juices, pasteurized or frozen, for the manufacture of jellies. 

This pattern is illustrated in table 6, which shows the form in which 
strawberries and peaches were purchased, by regions, for preserve manufacture, 
This table also shows the necessity for dealing with individual fruits rather 
than with overall averages for some purposes. Similar information on other 
fruits and berries may be obtained from table 1). 

Table 6,.-~Strawberries and peaches: Form of fruit purchased for manufacture 
of jams, jellies, and preserves, by regions, 1953 

Fruit ‘ ¢ East : West 3 : : : 

and : North-: North : North ; South : South: West : United 

form : east : Central: Central: Atlantic: Central: : States 

:Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Strawberries | 

Frozen eooee 92.2 95.8 9163 100.0 95.9 47.0 81.8 | 

Fresh eceeoe eee Oe = = - 52.5 AB isp; 

Juices 

(frozen and 

Canned eeece 3 

nonfrozen). : 526 4.0 Jet = hel 0.5 3.5 | 

Total Lee *, LOOLO 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Peaches 
FYOZen ececcece 36. 50.8 43.0 6.8 Fag, 57.2 29.8 

. ae Th.9 ma 32.) L7G 

Canned secee 636 49.2 57.0 18.3 OT ST 10.3 52.6 | 

: 0 

Bresh seaceees: Oat 

2 y 

100.0:-52200.0: bedOOLOsoinloaee 100.0 100.0 100.0 | 

THE PRESERVE INDUSTRY AS A CONSUMER OF FROZEN FRUITS AND BERRIES 

Table 7 shows estimated quantities of frozen fruits used in the manufac- 
ture of jams, preserves, and jellies during 1953, the total commercial frozen 
fruit pack, and the total pack in 1953 in containers holding more than 10 
pounds. This comparison provides a working indicator as to the importance of 
the preserve industry as a market for frozen fruits and berries. It is not 
an absolute measure because part of the fruit used by preservers in 1953 came 
out of earlier frozen fruit packs. Also, some frozen fruits used by the pre- 
servers may not have been reported in the statistics of the commercial frozen 
fruit pack. 
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Table 7.--Frozen fruits and berries: Commercial pack and quantity and percent- 
age of pack used by the preserve industry, by kinds of fruit, 1953 

Frogen fruit 

: Used by preserve industry Commercial pack 

As percentage of-- Fruits and berries eee Total : containers : Total : Total : Pack in 
: L/ : 2/ commercial: large 

1 O00 Ib, 1,000 1b. 1,000 Ub. 
3 3 Percent Percent 

StrawberrieS ceecccecccces "5 99 3 10 900 (Ag 25.6 55.6 

Cherries L/ eeceeseecesee 2116, 981 113,563 TESS 8.3 8.6 

Apples eeceeececceceoccee ®& 12, 356 41,502 554 1.3 1.3 

PeacheS coccccccccccccce ¢ 32,171 3 O53 51S 17.1 hOss 

Blackberries 5/ ssccsses % 293975 27,926 15,450 51.5 5903 
Red raspberries seccceee 2 2,895 L2sae ales 47.2 97.0 
Blueberries Seeecececcece 8 13,988 11,692 2,316 TO. 0 19.8 

Grapes COCKS O LO CLECLLEEEO & 10,110 10,110 8, 266 81.8 BL.c 

Black raspberries eseeee 8 8,975 8,975 5,709 63.6 63.6 

Apricots eecccccccceccce & 3,962 3,962 Bey, 2/1117 Ey galalyy 

Currants CCCCCCCCCCECECSe > 3,79h 3,794 1,916 50.5 SOAS 

Red plums ececeesecceeee & (6) (6) 3,386 (6) (6) 

Crabapples Coeeesecceeeos 38 (6) (6) 83 (6) (6) 

Elderberries ecesecceoee (6) (6) 351 (6) (6) 

‘Damson plums eevececceeo © (6) (6) 479 (6) (6) 

‘Miscellaneous : 
| fruits and berries ... : 28,791 = 11,095 200 15,46 40.6 

Total or average ee 2541,961 362,298 127,936 23.6 3563 

ne, Containers holding 10 pounds and over. 
ih 2/ Frozen fruit used by preservers includes some fruit frozen by preservers 
and not reported in commercial pack statistics. 
 3/ Frozen weight. 

Red tart and sweet varieties. 
Z, Also dewberries, boysenberries, loganberries, and youngberries. 
6/ Reported under Miscellaneous fruits and berries. 

: Frozen fruit used by preservers in 1953 was equivalent to 23.6 percent of 
[the total 1953 commercial frozen fruit pack, and 3503 3 percent of the quantity 
lof frozen fruits and berries packed in containers holding more than 10 pounds. 
During 1953, preservers used more than 50 percent of the frozen strawberries, 
(grapes and pulp, blackberries, peaches, red and black raspberries, apricots, 
jand miscellaneous fruits and berries packed commercially in large containers, 
iThe preserve industry is a major outlet for the marketing of all frozen fruits 
‘and berries except apples, cherries, and, to a lesser extent, blueberries. 
i | 



TRENDS IN FRUIT USE BY THE INDUSTRY 

The overall demand for fruits by the preserve industry, as reflected in 
total production of jam, preserves, and jelly has increased steadily from 
198-9 levels. Output in 1953 was at a peacetime peak (up to that date) and 
more than 30 percent greater than production in 198 or 199. 

Fruit spread reports of the U. Se Department of Commerce indicate that 
only two categories of fruit preserve production--strawberries and "miscella- 
neous" 5/--have shown a continuous increase since 1949. Production increases 
in these two items accounted for an equivalent of more than 80 percent of the 
total increase in jam, preserve, and jelly production during the years 199 
through 1953, Production of grape, apple, blackberry, peach, currant, crab- 
apple, and cherry products showed smaller increases or remained fairly steady 
Only red raspberry preserves showed a trend toward lower production levels 
during this 5-year period. In general, production of the kinds of preserves 
made in large quantities tended to fluctuate less yearly (percentagewise) thm 
production of the kinds made in smaller quantities. National figures show 
less fluctuation than regional figures. 

Regional Trends 

As shown in table 8, total production 6/ of fruit spreads in the North- 
east has remained relatively stable during the period 198 to 1953, fluctuat- 
ing around 200 million pounds annually. Production of fruit spreads in the 
South has remained at 170 to 180 million pounds since 1950. However, in the 
North Central region, fruit-spread production has risen rapidly since 198, 
and in 1953 stood at 216.7 million pounds. Sizable increases from earlier | 
levels were noted for each year except 19:9. Western output has been increas- | 
ing at a more spasmodic rate. 

Use of individual fruits has varied widely between regions and from year 
to year within the same region. Detailed data in appendix table 1) show the 
regional and national percentage breakdown, by fruit type, of jam, preserve, 
and jelly production from 1949 to 1953. From these data it would appear that 
the national production pattern of preserves of specific fruit types is a com= | 
posite of wider, and often counterbalancing, fluctuations taking place within 
the regions. No close correlation appears between the year-to-year changes in | 
sae use of individual fruits in any two regions during the period 199 through | 

oe 

5/ Includes pineapple, apricot, black raspberry, plum, elderberry, and 
miscellaneous fruits and berries. 

6/ Includes production of fruit butters and marmalades. 
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Table 8,--Estimated production of fruit spreads, by regions, 1948-53 1/ 

sNorth= : North : : ; United 

Lees 2 east : Central : a : West : States 

Srila Million Million Million Million 

| :pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds 
| 19h8 eecosenees 20 a6 as ce 10 Py 9 3 e 

199 eeecceces 182.9 Hide7 Wed 6562 536.4 

BESO. as 06 siere oS eObed 162.3 180.0 iiek 62,2 

ea A. eae oO. 175.0 h(3e2 Ble 2 62h.6 

1952 oeeee smertn accel 194.9 180.9 f1.3 648.2 

NMEI53 cccccseet.. 200ch 216.7 181.8 929 691.8 

1/ Includes marmalades and fruit butters. 
Compiled from reports of the U. S. Department of Commerce, 

Although subject to considerable variation, fruit use patterns in the 
| Northeast and North Central appear to bear a closer relationship than those of 
the other regions, This relationship indicates the possibility that these 
areas tend to draw upon fruit supplies from the same sources and to base pre= 

| serve production upon a similar pattern of fruit-price interrelationships. 
| The wide variance between the West and South, and the differences of each, in 
turn, from the Northeast and North Central, indicate the possibility that pre- 
servers in the West and South are more closely tied to local sources of fruit 
supplies and that preserve production tends to reflect nearby fruit supply and 

price relationships, 

Regional preferences for fruit preserves are also factors in production. 
For example, a New England manufacturer commented, "around here if it isn't 
strawberry, it had better be raspberry." 

Fruit use patterns are also affected by the relative portions of jams, 
preserves, and jellies produced. The Southern region, for example, is a heavy 
producer of jellies, whereas the North Central and West tend to produce a 
larger proportion of jams. The breakdown of jam and jelly production also af- 
fects the regional use of frozen fruits and berries since much of the jelly is 
made from pasteurized juices (nonfrozen) or from the juice of fresh frvits and 
berries, 

How Representative Are 1953 Fruit Use Patterns? 

This survey presents a picture of fruit used in commercial production of 
jam, preserves, and jelly during 1953. How representative is the 1953 fruit 

| use pattern, and may it be used as a benchmark for future evaluation? 

Although total production of jams, preserves, and jellies was at a high 
i level, 1953 production followed closely the pattern of population and per 

Capita income changes evidenced since 1948. No major production aberrations, 
| resulting from such factors as unusually heavy mlitary demand or large 
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inventory accumulation, are known to have occurred during 1953. Thus, the 
overall production of jams, preserves, and jellies during 1953 appears to 
represent a reasonable benchmark for comparison with other years. 

The proportions of total preserve pack represented by products made from 
most of the individual fruits andberries also appear to be reasonably repre-= 
sentative of the proportions during the period 1948 to 1953. Consumption of 
red raspberries and cherries in 1953 was considerably below the 5-year average; 
however, lowered use of red raspberries was in line with a downward trend 
throughout the period. Blackberry consumption was at a high level when com-= 
pared with the preceding years. The use of strawberries, grapes, peaches, 
apples, currants, crabapples, and "miscellaneous" fruits and berries was gen- 
erally in line with production trends found during the entire period. 

The 1953 pattern of fruit use was less representative on a regional basis 
than on a national basis, since annual fluctuations in total output of pre- 
serves and in production of individual fruit preserves were wider in each re- 
gion than in the country as a whole. However, the form in which fruits are 
used=-frozen, fresh, canned, or as juices=--appears to follow a pattern on a 
regional basis. 

FACTORS AFFECTING FUTURE USE OF FROZEN FRUITS BY THE INDUSTRY 

Future use of frozen fruits and berries by the preserve industry will de- 
pend, for the most part, upon the overall level of demand for commercially 
produced jams, preserves, and jellies. This demand will be affected strongly 
by the rate of national population growth, by changes in average disposable 
personal income, and, perhaps by promotion of sales by the industry. Analysis 
of the effect of income level upon family purchases of jams and jellies, in 
turn, tends to indicate changes in food consumption habits and home preserving 
activities. 

These factors will affect the total quantity of fruits that will be re- 
quired by the preserve industry. Other considerations will determine the 
breakdown of this total demand into segments for specific fruits or fruit 
forms. Among these will be location of the industry, orice of frozen fruits, 
and possible technological changes in fruit processing. 

Certain basic aspects of preserve manufacturing and marketing, such as 
manufacturing schedules, value added by manufacture, and preserve pricing 
policy, play an important role in determining quantities of individual fruits 
purchased and the form in which these are obtained. Therefore, a brief gener- 
alization of several phases of the nature of the industry are presented prior 
to consideration of specific factors which may affect fruit usage by this in- 
dustry. This generalization is intended to serve only as background for evalu- 
ation of the possible impact of changes in such items as location of preserv= 
ing activities and fruit processing technology upon the use of fruits and ber- 
ries. It is not intended as a full report upon the nature of the preserve in- 
dustry, as such. 
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Nature of the Industry 

Scope of Operations 

In 1953, about 350 firms or individuals were engaged in the commercial 

manufacture of fruit spreads; however, trade sources estimate that the 90 
largest preservers produced around 85 percent of the fruit spread output. 
This concentration of production is borne out by the following data for 130 
firms in 1953: 

Production of fruit spreads Number of plants 

Size class (1,000 pounds) 

Less than 200 cecccccvcecescoscccccvece 30 

200 to 499.9 COC CR REC C OEE CECE LELOLE 19 

500 to 999.9 e@eeoaseeooaoea seeeaseeoaeoneeoeeeeen ed @ 13 

1,000 to 2,999 9 CROCE CC OELCOLEC CLE LCES 20 

3,000 to 4 5999.9 Coeoeeescecresersesecses 1L/ 

Cver 5,000 COCHCEECET CLES OE EEOOTEELEEE Sal 

| Total @e@eeee@ e2@oeoe@esoeooveaozdooaoee eee ee eee @ 130 

| Based on U. S. Department of Commerce report, "Fruit 
| Spread Production--1953." 

The leading fruit spread manufacturers are scattered throughout the 
country, and few firms operate manufacturing plants in more than one region. 
\Operations have tended toward being regional rather than national in scope. 
Location of the preserving industry appears to be dominated more by market 

location than by the source of fruit and berry supplies. 

Production Schedules and Pricing Practices of Preservers 

| If preservers were dependent entirely upon fresh fruit supplies, their 
production would be seasonal in nature. However, when frozen or canned fruits 
and juices are used, preserve production may be extended throughout the year. 
Thus, usage of processed fruits, either totally or together with fresh fruits 
in season, permits closer optimum utilization of preserving facilities through= 
out the year. Production schedules may be tailored more closely to demand. 

need for large seasonal inventories of preserves may be reduced as well 
as the amounts of working capital tied up in such inventories. 

| In a number of firms, jam, preserve, and jelly production is reported to 
‘be on a cyclical basis throughout the year. Within a production cycle, such 
as 60 or 90 days, for example, jams and jellies of many fruit types will be 
manufactured in quantities necessary to cover demand until the next produc- 
tion cycle is completed. This procedure permits a periodic reevaluation of 
demand for the items produced, 
389515 O- 56 -3 
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Survey responses indicated that most preserve manufacturers produced 
jams or jellies from several or many types of fruits or berries, and most of 
them were able to offer a line of products for sale. Manufacturers indicated 
that jams, jellies, and preserves were sold customarily on a line or split- 
line basis rather than under separate prices for each item produced. A line 
price for jams, for example, is a single price covering all jams produced, 
regardless of fruit type. A split-line price policy for jams establishes 
separate prices for product groups. Jams of one, several, or many fruit types 
may constitute the product group for which a single price is established. 

When a single price quotation covers products of a number of fruit types, 
limited price fluctuations for an individual fruit or berry would be expected 
to exert less pressure upon the pricing of preserves containing that fruit 
than would occur if there were a separate price for the single items. Some- 
what lower profit margins on a single item might be counterbalanced by a 
higher profit on a companion product. The average profit for the line or 
split line becomes a more important consideration than the relative profita- 
bility of individual jams or jellies. 

If the price of a single fruit rises relative to other fruits, the manu- 
facturer operating with a split-line pricing program faces several alterna- 
tives--transferring products of that fruit into a higher priced line, increas- 
ing the present line price, absorbing the higher fruit costs and maintaining 
the existing line price, or curtailing production of the item. 

Fruit Usage 

Commercially produced fruit jams, jellies, and preserves are subject to 
standards prescribed by the Food and Drug Administration. In the manufacture 
of fruit jams and preserves, for example, a general rule is that fruit ine 
gredients must be not less than 45 parts by weight to each 55 parts by weight 
of sugar used in the mixture. These mixtures must be further concentrated to 
65 or 68 percent soluble solids depending upon the particular fruit or fruits 
usede 

Compared to the cost of materials--such as fruits, sugar, and containers-- 
the value added by preserve manufacture is relatively small. Since fruit costs | 
are usually the most important single cost item, as well as being the most 
variable, the prices paid by preserve manufacturers for fruits and berries are 
important in determining the firm's competitive position and profit status, 
The fruit purchasing policy of an individual firm usually must take into ac- 
count the demand and price structure for an entire line of products as well 
as present and anticipated levels of quantity, quality, and price for numer- 
ous types of fruits and berries. 

Fruit purchasing practices vary widely within the preserve industry. 
Some major firms reported contracting in advance for the bulk of their frozen 
fruit and berry requirements. Others are reported to purchase primarily on a 
hand=-to=-mouth basis. The rest operate between these extremes, The fruit pure 
chasing policy of a firm may vary for different fruits in a single season. 
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Advance contracting is used to insure adequate supplies of fruit with desired 
quality characteristics or is made in anticipation of midseason price ad- 
-vances. Some of the leadins operators have fruits and berries custom frozen. 
However, the preserve industry as a general practice is reported to buy com- 
‘mercially frozen fruits and berries under U. S. Department of Agriculture 
| grade. 

| Evaluation of fruit quality by preservers is based, in part, upon chare- 
acteristics in the end product--fruit preserves. For example, several pre- 
servers indicated a desire for a small strawberry that would hold its form 
after cooking, as well as maintaining good color and flavor. Thus, certain 
|varieties of fruits are reported to be preferred. The fruit characteristics 
which are desired by this industry may vary considerably from those which best 
‘meet the needs of other outlets for frozen fruits. 

| By the nature of the end product and the manufacturing process involved, 
‘the preserving industry is able to utilize considerable quantities of fruits 
which might not be handled satisfactorily as fruits through retail channels, 
|\In this respect, it tends to be complementary to, rather than in competition 
lwith, the retail outlet as a market for frozen fruits and berries. 

| 

Location of Preserving Activities 

| Figure 1 shows the location of preserve manufacturers included in this 
survey. This map indicates that preservers tend to concentrate in the most 
densely populated areas. 

| Total transportation costs are important in determining the location of 
preserving activities. Any single firm making an effort toward minimizing 
transportation costs must take into consideration the costs of transporting 
fruit, sugar, containers, and the costs of moving preserves to market. Costs 
of transporting fruit are important, but are subordinate to the conglomerate 
jof transportation costs involved. The costs of moving fruit to a preserver 
who is located near the market for his products must be balanced against the 
costs of moving finished products to the same market from a plant which is 

located in a fruit-eproducing area. 

If the location pattern for the preserve manufacturing indastry remains 
the same, relatively little change in the form of fruit would be expected. 
Preservers located away from fruit production areas are dependent upon frozen 
and canned fruits and juices. Preservers operating in fruit-producing areas 
must use frozen or canned products during the bulk of the year when fresh 
fruits and berries are out of season, if year-round production schedules are 

to be maintained. 

ee 
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If the location of the preserve industry should change, some change in 
the use of frozen fruits and berries would be expected. A tendency of the 
plants to move near the markets for their products would probably cause some 

increase in the proportion of frozen or canned fruits used$; whereas movement 
of the plants toward location in fruit-growing areas would probably increase 

a 
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the use of fresh fruits and berries. In either case, the extent of the change 
in form of fruit used would vary between individual fruits and berries. 

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
wy PRESERVE MANUFACTURERS* 

** MANUFACTURERS INCLUDED IN SURVEY ONLY 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. 4077-56(4) AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE 

Figure l 

Technological Changes 

If no changes occur in overall demand for fruits, preservers located in 
areas where fresh fruits are not available could increase their use of frozen | 
fruits only by diversion from the canned form, Since peaches, pineapple, : 
apricots, and fruit juices are the major fruit items in nonfrozen processed | 
form, any sizable increase in total consumption of the frozen product must 
come through greater use of these frozen fruits or fruit juices. Conversely, 
any large increases in use of the canned product would probably reduce the 
quantities of frozen fruits being used. 

Any increase in use of frozen peaches and apricots would appear to de- 
pend partly upon improvement in techniques or operating practices which will 
reduce oxidation or "browning" of the frozen fruit. Any rise in consumption 
of frozen fruit juices would depend upon their quality-cost relationship with 
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pasteurized nonfrozen juices. 

Preservers having fresh fruit and berry supplies available could substan- 
tially increase use of frozen or canned fruits and berries only by substitut- 
ing them for the fresh fruit. Since many of these firms already use processed 
fruits when the fresh are out of season, any increase in the use of processed 
fruits must occur when fresh fruits are available. Thus, length of the har- 
vest period is a factor in the total quantities of fresh and frozen fruits 
used. New strawberry varieties in California have lengthened the harvest pe- 
riod for fresh strawberries and have reduced the number of months when proc- 
essed strawberries must be used by preservers in that area. 

Price of Frozen Fruits 

Use of individual frozen fruits in the manufacture of jams, jellies, and 
preserves is partly controlled by complex price relationships. In several 
fruits, some manufacturers report that the frozen and canned products may be 
readily substituted for each other in preserve manufacture as price differen- 
tials develop. 

Retail price relationships between preserves of different fruits also afe= 
fect the quantities of individual frozen fruits used in making preserves. The 
consumer has a wide choice of fruit preserves and is reported to substitute 
purchases quite readily when price differentials exist. This flexible demand 
for individual fruit preserves is reflected in the preserve manufacturer's 
fruit purchasing policy. 

Price differentials between individual frozen fruits also affect the vole 
ume purchased for preserve manufacture. For some fruits, these fruit-price 
linterrelationships are relatively unstable and their effect is difficult to 
measure. Price levels for individual fruits and berries vary from year to 
year and prices fluctuate within a season. Prices of competing fruits and 
berries are not necessarily subject to the same fluctuations. 

Evaluation of fruit price differentials is further complicated by the re- 
gional nature of the preserve industry. Since the fruit prices affecting the 
Pe outkcturer essentially are delivered prices, the pattern of fruit price 
eo orentasls will vary between firms, depending upon their locetion,. 

Reports of the U. S. Department of Agriculture on cold storage inven-= 
tories of frozen fruits and berries assist many preserving firms to determine 

their frozen fruit purchasing program. However, these reports do not break 
down total inventories into size of container. The preserve industry uses 
fruits and berries packed in large containers (usually 30 pounds or over) and 
jhas difficulty in utilizing products packed in smaller containers. Sometimes 
ithe ratio between the supply of frozen fruits in large containers and the sup- 
ply in small containers becomes out of balance, and the total inventory fig- 
jures do not represent the actual supply situation for the preserve industry. 
When this imbalance becomes known, prices fluctuate considerably. Thus, a 
eer of preservers report having purchased small quantities for immediate 
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use in the belief that adequate supplies were on hand, only to find out that 
the stock in large containers was nearly exhausted and that competition was 
keen for the remaining supply. The converse situation is also indicated. 

There are essentially three markets for the individual frozen fruits and 
berries--consumers who buy large containers, those who buy institutional-size 
containers, and those who buy retail-size containers. There is little demand 
by the same consumers for containers of more than one of these sizes, Thus, 
prices for frozen strawberries, for example, at a given moment will vary in 
level, and changes in current prices may be in opposite directions depending 
upon the size of container and grade and quality characteristics of product. 
This complicates collection of price data which would permit measuring the ef- 
fect of price relationships upon the use of individual fruits and berries in 
preserve manufacture. 

Population Growth 

In 1953 the United States population was about 13.2 million greater than 
in 19)8, About 2.7 million potential consumers were added to the market for 
jams and jellies during 1953. Population growth is a major factor in deter- 
mining future production of jams and jellies. 

How much population growth may be expected within the next 20 years? 
The Bureau of the Census has published four projections on population growth 
up to 1975. These projections are based upon different conditions affecting 
population growth which could develop during the next 20 years (table 9). In 
view of the unknowns involved, the Bureau of the Census does not recommend any 
one series as the "best" series. 

Population growth during the next 20 years will be an important factor in 
determining the quantities of jams, preserves, and jellies that will be pro- 
duced commercially by 1975. However, as shown in figure 2, population esti- 
mates provide a wide range within which 1975 production might occur. 

If per capita consumption should fall, population growth would tend to 
reduce the impact of this decline upon total production. If per capita con- 
sumption should increase, population growth would give an added boost to the 
increased requirement for jams and jellies. 
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Table 9.--Population: Four projections L/ of growth, 5-year intervals, 
1960 

July 1 

. 1960 eeseeeeseaeaoeoeeoenoee eoeo82@ 

1965 COKRHCCHS EHC OCH OHO HOE Fe 

1970 eeeaesevenesdea2ee0202080808080 

| 1975 @eseeoennve070e0202882000800880 

Projected population based on-- 

Series AA : Series A : Series B : Series C 

-Millions ie Nid one Baa are Misl Ilons 
sr PATO Ol 177.8 177.8 176.5 
sit deh9 3a3 190.3 190.3 186.3 
: 209.) 204.6 203.0 196.) 
srie228.S 221.5 2h) 6 206.9 

We Series AA, A, B, and C imply the following assumptions as to age- 
| specific birthrates: 

AA--195)-55 rates remain constant to 1975 
A=-1950-53 rates remain constant to 1975 
B--1950-53 rates remain constant to 1965, then drop linearly to roughly 

the prewar level by 1975 
C-=1950-53 rates decline linearly from 1953 to roughly prewar level by 

1975 

Compiled from Current Population Reports, Series P-25 No. 123, "Revised 
Projections of the Population of the United States, by Age and Sex, 1960 to 

/1975." 
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Disposable Personal Income 

The amount of spendable income in the hands of the average consumer ap-= 
| peared to have a definite effect upon his purchase of jams, preserves, and 
| jellies during the period 198-53. These changes in purchasing patterns with 
rising or falling income may be translated into preserve manufacturing deci- 
| sions with little delay. As shown in table 10, disposable personal income 

| per capita increased rapidly from 198 through 1953. From a reduced level of 
$1,238 in 1949, spendable income rose to $1,546 in 1953--an increase of $308 
per person. Total production of jams, preserves, and jellies rose from a 

| postwar low of about 2.98 pounds per person in 19,9 to almost 3.66 pounds in 
1953. The only year during 198-53 in which disposable personal income was 
lower than it had been the previous year was 1949. A similar drop occurred 
in production of jams, preserves, and jellies. 

| Figure 3 shows the relationship between spendable personal income and 
| production of jams, preserves, and jellies during 1948 and 1953. When aver- 
-age disposable personal income rose 1.1 percent, the per capita production of 
jams, preserves, and jellies tended to rise 1 percent. When spendable income 
'dropped, production also fell. With every $10 increase in per capita spend- 
able income, production of jams, preserves, and jellies tended to increase 
about 0.02 pounds per capita. At 1955 population levels, this would be 
equivalent to an increase of more than 3.5 million pounds of fruit preserves. V/ ———————— 

This income=production relationship would suggest that jam, preserve, 
and jelly production is sensitive to changes in spendable income. Only in 

| 1950 did production vary widely from this pattern. It is reported that in 
1950 the preserving industry produced heavily in anticipation of needs aris- 
ing from the Korean conflict. Heavy quartermaster purchases during 1951 are 
reported to have provided an outlet for a portion of this 1950 production. 

| It is estimated that increased spending money in the hands of consumers 
exerted about twice as much force as population growth in increasing total 
Jan, preserve, and jelly production in the years 1948 to 1953, However, dur- 
‘ing this period, population growth in a single year appears to have had an 
effect upon total production equivalent to an increase of about 1.65 percent 
in average disposable personal income. Prosperity and population growth com- 
‘bined appeared to account for the bulk of the total increase in commercial 
‘fruit jam, preserve, and jelly production. 

| 7/ Combined jam, preserve, and jelly production is used in evaluating 
the effect of changes in disposable personal income because of substitution 
toe ot these products. The combined production figure tends to eliminate 
this factor. Strong relationships also exist between disposable personal in- 
come and per capita production of both jams and jellies. Statistical limita- 
tions of a 6-year series are recognized. This period, however, includes all 

"normal" years for which fruit preserve production data are available. 



Table 10.--Disposable personal income and jam, preserve, and jelly production, 
per capita, 198-53 

Per capita 

Year : Disposable : Jam, preserve, 

——_________________personal income: and jelly production _ 
: Dollars Pounds 

1948 @eees@eeaeeeeoeoseed2e2020080080000082080886939989 r4 1,267 3.050 

19449 COCCOHLOSESEHCECEE SEC EEOSOEOSES 2 1,238 2-918 

1950 COSC COCO CEESCHOSOESECHECEESEOCOS® °® 1, 338 3.359 

1951 COSCO SOO LESOCCOEOCEESCOSCELLOCEe °® 1,438 333 (E 

1952 COCCH HOE OEE OLE ECEHOOCEEEESEOSEEe ® LENG 3.394 

1953 eeeeeeeeoeeeeee eeecreceeseeee ° P56 3.656 

Per Person 

PRODUCTION OF JAM, JELLY, & PRESERVES 
RELATED TO INCOME, 1948-53 

PROD. (LBS.) 

Y =.643 + .002X 

Sy=.076 

2 = .889 
Sad = 943 

2.51 
1100 1200 300° 1400 1500 

$ PER YEAR * 
* D/SPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME 

1,600]. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. 1508-56 (4) AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE 

Figure 3 
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Industry's Promotional Activities 

The National Preservers Association and other segments of the preserve 
industry are expressing active interest in developing promotion programs to 

increase sales of fruit jams, jellies, and preserves. Previous work on a 
limited scale has been conducted by individual firms to increase brand pref- 
erence. Some industry efforts have been expended toward increasing the over- 
all demand for these products. 

Any promotional activities by the industry would be expected to aim at 
expanding the market in three areas: Substituting commercial products for 
home=-produced jams, jellies, and preserves; increasing consumption of current 
users, and developing new consumers. Substitution of commercial preserves for 
homemade preserves would not increase total fruit use in these end products. 
However, it would be expected to substitute frozen and canned fruits and ber- 
‘ries to a large extent for fresh fruits and berries. 
| 

| , 
| Home Production and Consumer Purchase of Freserves 

Only limited data are available as to home production of fruit preserves 
s the consumption of commercially manufactured items. 

| An indication of the extent of home preserving in 197 is obtained from 
a USDA food consumption survey of urban housekeeping families of two or more 
persons. 8/ Table 11 shows the percentage of households reporting home pro- 
‘duction of jams, preserves, and jellies, and average quantities preserved per 
household during 197 for all households in the survey and for households pre- 
serving. These data are broken down by income category, city size, and region. 
It must be noted, however, that the 19,8 survey included no information as to 
|production or purchase of these items by rural families. 

It is evident that city size was a significant factor in the prevalence 
lof home preserving during 19)7--the larger the city of residence, the smaller 
the percentage of families making preserves. The percentage of families in 

‘cities of over 1 million population that produced preserves was only one- 
fourth as great as in cities of 2,500 to 10,000 population. 

It is evident also that families with incomes under $5,000 made more 
fruit preserves than families with higher incomes. Family wits with incomes 
of more than $7 500 made about one-third less fruit preserves than the average 

for all urban families, These figures were averages for all famly wits in- 
cluded in the sample, whether fruit preserves were made in the home or not. 

8/ Clark, Faith, Murray, Janet, Weiss, G. S., and Grossman, Evelyn. 
Food opener aen of Urban Families in the United States...with an appraisal of 

methods of analysis. U. S. Dept. of Agr., Agr. Inform, Ful. 132, 203 ppe; 
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Table 11.--Home production of jams, jellies, amd preserves: Quantity per 
household and percentage of households preserving, urban families, by 
income, size of city, and region, 197 1/ 

: : 2Quantit household: Percenvage 
pee et : ¢ be a tanhhes eed ean eee house= 

G2 UY BTA 2, : House= : Family : All > Per house-: holds 
SAI EGE : cholds: 4: size : house= : hold :reporting 

: : : holds :_ preserving :preserving 

: Number Persons Quarts Quarts Percent 

All incomes 2/ ; 1, U6 3.29 306 12.9 2188 

Under $1,000 eoceeee 53 2h] Tee) Tie 35.8 

$1, 000-1, 999 eee¢ese r 20, Zeek ag3 10.6 226i 

$2 4000=$2,999 coccee ? 410 3622 hel nay 30.7 

SOOO a6999 sees s) oS OL 306 B65 13. 26.5 
$li,000=$$45999 cecee ? 167 3.52 Sel 17.5 2963 

$5,000=57,199 cecoe 2 LOW 3259 Be 10.9 2962 
$7,500 ENGsOVEr 6o elt: 72 3.98 2e3 9. 25.0 

Not classified seco ? 35 3-51 ws2 6.2 19.1 

City size: 

1 million and oversee: 302 (3) is3 126i 10.6 
250,000-999,999 ecees 251 (3) aol 8.9 236l 

50,000=21:9,999 seece? 296 (3) 303 13502 2543 

10, 000-19, 999 eoeccer 382 (3) 58 14.0 38.0 

25500-9999 \secsecee! 215 (3) 5.8 13.6 2,3 

Region: 

North and West eecee: 1,125 3.21 2 Lage 25.8 565 3 
Sowthtoddnad. da. annsnertes ayS7 1.6 13.0 3805 

ay Urban housekeeping families of two or more persons in the United States, 
2/ 1947 family income (after Federal income taxes). | 
3/ Not available. ) 
From data given in Agr. Inform, Bul. 132 (see footnote 8, page 23). 
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About 27.8 percent of all urban families made fruit jams, preserves, and 
jellies during 197. Average production per family was 12.9 quarts, or about 
38.7 pounds. 9/ This production was equivalent to 3.6 quarts, or 10.8 pounds, 
of fruit preserves for each urban family, whether or not engaged in preserv= 
ing activities. For this population stratum, home production of preserves was 
equal to about 3.3 pounds per person. 

The same USDA survey provides an indication of the size of the urban mar- 
ket for commercially produced jams and jellies. Table 12 shows the average 
quantity of purchased jams and jellies used during a single week in the period 

| April-June 194.8 by all urban households and the percentage of urban families 
using these products. During this period 1.3 percent of these urban families 
used jams and jellies produced commercially. 

Table 12.--Purchased jams and jellies: Quantity used per household and per- 
centage of urban households using, by income, in 1 week, spring (April-June) 
1948 1/ 

: Quantity of jams and : 
Income 2/ : jellies used per : Percentage of 

: household : households 

: Pounds Percent 
Under tl 50006 e'e-01s 0 0's'ec'a'e crocs os'coccice ot 0.317 30.2 

POO = 99S ec cccccccceseccecesscecece: 0335 30.9 

BOO = B2 999 o occ ccccccccccccccccccsece’ 0355 40.2 

PS O00 3 4 999 ccccecce bce ceeeees seleccesies eh2h 47.0 

MET OOO=— 015999 ccc ccecegibeteccsccececcoes ° 348 LO.1 

Pere OOO = Fin 119.9 olaiete o'elole olgin w[Sisiciets ole oltle'els oot © 396 6.1 

$7,500 ANd OVENeccccccccecsccccsccccccces 0512 52.8 

Not Classifledecoceccccccccccccccccecce: 230 39.5 

BA WelAC OME Sic.5 olete of@ 0100" efeja.0.0,010 6,0 6:08 0376 1.3 

1/ Urban housekeeping families of two or more persons. 
2/ 194.7 family income (after Federal income taxes). 

Based on data given in Agr. Inform, Bul. 132 (see footnote 8, p. 23 ). 

A definite relationship apparently exists between family income and the 
percentage of urban families purchasing jams and jellies. About 30 percent 

of the families with incomes of less than $2,000 purchased these products, 
whereas over 52 percent of families with incomes over $7,500 made such pur- 
chases. The average usage per family unit, during a l-week period, also 
tended to increase with higher income levels. However, this was due, in part, 
to an increase in average family size with rises in income level, 

9/ A #303 can contains 1 pound 8 ounces of jam. 
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During a single week in the spring of 198 the average consumption of 
purchased jams and jellies by all urban family housekeeping units of two or 
more members (including users and nonusers) was estimated at 0.376 pounds, or 
about O.11l pounds per family member. Since seaSonal usage cannot be deter- 
mined from this survey, caution must be used in attempting to expand these 
figures to a yearly basis. However, it would appear that use of commercially 
produced jams and jellies exceeds consumption of the home product by urban 
housekeeping families. 

It is not known to what extent urban families who made fruit preserves 
also reported use of commercially produced jams and jellies. However, under 
the most extreme assumption that no duplication existed, it would appear that 
a Sizable portion of urban families indicated meither home production during 
194.7 nor usage of purchased jams and jellies during a week in the spring of 
1948, Under this assumption, the portion of urban families not using jams and 
jellies ranged from 22 percent in the highest income bracket to h7 percent in 
the $1,000-$2,000 level. About 31 percent of all urban families of two or 
more persons indicated neither home preserving nor usage of purchased products 
during the periods under study. 

The data available do not reflect changes in urban family purchasing pat- 
terns or income status since 198. 10/ However, they indicate that greater 
usage of the commercial product might be obtained from both users and non- 
users. This market potential appears to include all income classes. 

FRUIT PRODUCER'S STAKE IN INCREASING PRESERVE PRODUCTION 

The fruit producer and the processor have a stake in increasing the over- 
all market for fruit preserves. For every additional pound of jam and jelly 
produced, fruit requirements (fresh weight equivalent) will rise about one- 
half pound. Since 6 percent of all fruits and berries used in jams and jel- 
lies are obtained in frozen form, an average increase of 1 pound in the pro- 
duction of fruit preserves would result in a demand for 0.23 pound of frozen 
fruits, berries, and juices. 

Information gathered in this study, together with official estimates of 
population and income trends, was used as a basis for estimating fruit usage 
in the commercial manufacture of jams, preserves, and jellies in 1975. A 
detailed report is found in the appendix. 

10/ The USDA food consumption survey for spring 1955, covering all urban- 
ization groups, is now being prepared and should be available late in 1956. 
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If the considerations included in the hypothesis hold true, it is esti- 

‘mated that in 1975 total commercial production of jams, preserves, and jellies 

will range from about 825 million to 915 million pounds, or about 0 to 55 

|percent greater than production during 1953. This projection is shown in fig- 

jure . The range in the projection arises primarily from the range in popula- 

ition estimates for 1975-6 

| This volume of jam, preserve, and jelly production would require from 10 

million to 60 million pounds of fruits (fresh weight equivalent), using pres- 

|ent production techniques. If the relationship in volumes of fruits received 

lin frozen form to quantities received in nonfrozen form remains the same, 

usage of frozen fruits in 1975 by the preserve industry should be between 170 

land 210 million pounds. This usage would represent an increase from 1953 of 

labout 50 to 70 million pounds of frozen fruits marketed through the preserve 

/industry. Such increases would be equivalent to between 9 and 13 percent of 

the total 1953 commercial frozen fruit pack, excluding frozen citrus juice 

NE ak Sake 

With Projections to 1975 

COMMERCIAL JAM, PRESERVE AND 
JELLY PRODUCTION 

Ets. OCU ee 170 1o75 
DATA FOR 1948-53 FROM U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. 4079-56(4) AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE 

Figure 



PRESERVERS! SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING FROZEN FRUIT PACK 

In the questionnaire used in this study preservers were asked if there 
were any quality factors which limited their use of frozen fruits or juices 
during 1953. Also, space was provided for any suggestions or comments as to 
how frozen fruits and juices may be improved for use in preserve manufacturing. 

Mail responses and personal interviews indicated that most preserve manu= 
facturers had few suggestions to offer. Several preserve manufacturers com- 
mented that the level of quality currently maintained is better generally 
than that found in earlier periods, particularly during World War II. Other 
comments indicated that the preserve manufacturers have had time to learn 
which freezers provided satisfactory products and to choose their frozen fruit 
sources accordingly. 

Oxidation of frozen fruits, particularly peaches and apricots, appears to 
be the major problem in using the frozen product. Oxidation or "browning" of 
the top layer of these fruits during the thawing process is a continuing prob- 
lem and affects other users of frozen fruits, as well as the preserve indus- 
trye The importance of this quality factor in the marketing of frozen fruits 
was stressed by the fact that a number of firms actually reported limiting 
their purchases of frozen fruits because of oxidation problems. 

Apricots and peaches were the commodities mentioned most often as requir- 
ing careful selection of mature fruits for freezing if satisfactory color and 
flavor are to be obtained. When buying berries, the industry wants firm ber- 
ries and a clean pack. 

Preservers indicated that benefits could be obtained from improved 

handling of sugar in packing frozen fruit. Greater uniformity in the fruit 
and sugar content of individual containers, with the same indicated fruit- 
sugar ratio, would aid the preserving process. Good agitation of sugar im- 
proves the quality of fruits and berries and reduces the amount of sugar 
sludge settling to the bottom of the can. If 30-pound containers are used 
again for other purposes, considerable labor may be involved in cleaning them, 

The desirability of faster thawing methods was also pointed out. The 
time and space required to thaw large containers of frozen fruits and berries 
presented a problem to a number of preserving firms. 
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APPENDIX 

Projected Fruit Usage in Commercial 

Jams, Preserves, and Jellies in 1975 

The development of a projection of fruit usage in the manufacture of 
jams, preserves, and jellies 11/ to 1975 provides a guideline for considera- 
tion of long-term demand for fruits and berries through this market outlet, 
It is not designed as a forecast, but rather as an estimate based upon a set 
of assumptions. Outside forces, either economic or noneconomic, may change 

fruit requirements of the preserving industry within the next 20 years. 

The projection of fruit usage to 1975 by the preserving industry was 
predicated upon the following general assumptions: 

1. Existence of a growing economy with a high level of employment. 

2e An economy free of controls and restrictions associated with 
heavy mobilization or wartime conditions. 

3e Costs and prices for fruits and jams, jellies, and preserves 
essentially unchanged relative to costs and prices for com- 
peting foodstuffs. Also, the relationships between market 
outlets for fruits remain relatively unchanged. 

| li. Prices for fruits and fruit preserves adequate to obtain nec- 
essary production expansion. 

5. Past trends in eating habits will continue, 

Such a projection also depends upon specific assumptions as to population and 
levels of real income in 1975. 

Population 

| A population estimate of 21).6 million persons in 1975 is used in this 
projection. This is about midway between the range of projections, 206.9 

land 228.5 million persons, developed by the Bureau of the Census. 

The 228.5 million population estimate was predicated upon a continuance 
through 1975 of the rate of population growth in 195-55. The lower estimate, 
206.9 million, was based upon the assumption that the 1950-53 rate of popula- 
tion growth would decline linearly to prewar levels by 1975. Population 
growth through 1955 indicates that a choice of 214.6 million as the estimated 
popttlation in 1975 would possibly be conservative. 

1l/ Excluding marmalades and fruit butters. 
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Real Income in 1975 

A recent USDA report 12/ indicates the possibility that by 1975 there 
may be "an increase in real income per person of about two-thirds above the 
1951-53 average." This estimate was based upon the projections that popula- 
tion would be about a third above the 1951-53 average, and that the economy 
would be producing about double the 1951-53 output of goods and services. 
According to this assumption, in 1975 an average family of 3.) persons would 
be receiving a spendable income of almost $8,500. 

Relationship Between Family Income and Consumption 

Commercially produced jams, preserves, and jellies are consumed in the 
home, in public eating places, and as ingredients in various bakery products. 
In addition to the customary use as fruit spreads, some of these preserves 
are used as pie fillings and toppings for sundaes. Thus, any estimate as to 
the effect of income change upon commercially produced jams, preserves, and 
jellies must take these several markets into consideration. An estimate of 
the effect of income change upon the retail outlet (home consumption) can be 
obtained in quantitative terms, whereas indicators only are available for the 
effect of income upon the institutional and bakery outlets. 

Home Consumption 

A recent USDA report 13/ provides a measure of the relationships between 
urban family income 1)/ and purchases of jams, preserves, and jellies during 
1 week in spring 195. As shown in figures 5 and 6, urban families purchasing 
jams, preserves, and jellies tended to buy about the same amount of these 
products per family member, 15/ regardless of income level. Only in the low- 
est family income brackets, under $2,000, was there any evidence of wide varia 
tion from this general level of consumption. However, the percentage of fami- | 
lies in each income level which reported purchases of these products rose as 
family income increased. This trend appears to assume a curvilinear relation- 
ship with a decelerating rate of increase as income rises. 

The average urban family, in the food consumption survey, consisted of 
about 3.1, members, The average income (based on national data on per capita 
disposable income) of a family of this size would have been about $4,300 in 
1948, Income projected to 1975 would be almost $8,500. A comparison of 

12/ U. S. Department of Agriculture. Long Range Prospects for Agricul- 
ture, Summary of report presented before the National Agricultural Credit 
as Chicago, Illinois, June 6, 1955. (Mimeo.) 

ee Consumption of Urban fem es in the or ted States. (See foote 
note # eo Deeded 

1),/ 197 income after taxes. 
Change from household to per family member basis was made to adjust 

for differences in average family size at varying income levels, 
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JAM AND JELLY PURCHASES PER 
PERSON, BY INCOME CLASS 

Urban Families *, Spring 1948 
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Figure 5 

preserve purchasing patterns of urban families in these respective income lev- 

Wels during 198 may provide an indicator as to the possible level of demand 
‘|for these products in 1975. This bears the implicit assumption that families 
with incomes of $8,500 in 1975, for example, would have the same preserve pur- 

‘\chasing pattern as those of the same income level in 1948, 

From interpolations on 198 data in figures 5 and 6, it would appear that 

families with incomes of $8,500 and $4,300 that purchased jams or jellies 
tended to buy about the same quantity of these products per family member. 
However, during the period covered in the survey, about 52 percent of urban 
families with incomes of $8,500 would have purchased jams or jellies, as com- 

pared with about lj) percent of families with incomes of $4,300. Although 

only about 8 percent more families in the $8,500 income level are estimated 
to have bought jam and jelly, these purchases would result in a greater per-= 

centage increase when purchases are measured on a per capita basis, since 

= and nonbuying families are included. 

| In 19)8, it is estimated that average jam and jelly purchases per member 

of all families with incomes of $8,500 were about 19 percent higher than the 
purchases of families with incomes of $,300. If these basic relationships 

that prevailed in 198 between consumption and family income continue 
| 

| 
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USE OF PURCHASED JAMS AND 
JELLIES, BY INCOME CLASS 

Urban Families, Spring 1948 

INCOME ($ THOUS.)° 
* PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES PURCHASING, 1 WEEK, APR.- JUNE 
© 1947 FAMILY INCOME AFTER TAXES 
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Figure 6 

throughout the period, it would appear that per capita consumption of commer- 
clally produced jams and jellies by urban families might be about 19 percent 
above the 198 level. 

This computation is based on the assumption that consumption of commer-= 
cially produced jams, preserves, and jellies by families with average incomes 
would represent average consumption for all urban families. Although some | 
deviations from this assumption will be found, it is believed that such varia- | 
tions would be of limited importance, A general upward shift in all family 
incomes, portrayed against the background of a decelerating rate of increas- 
ing consumption, would be expected to show a relatively greater increase in 
purchases by families in the lower percentiles of income distribution than 
would occur at average or higher income levels. 
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Consumption in Restaurants, Cafeterias, 
and Other Institutional Feeding Outlets 

| Little information is available as to the use of jams, preserves, and 
_jellies in restaurants, cafeterias, and other institutional outlets, However, 
|an indicator of the possible demand for these products in the institutional 
feeding market under varying income levels can be obtained from the USDA study 
|on food consumption by urban housekeeping families during 198. 

Figure ¢ shows the number of meals eaten away from home per family member 
|in 1 week during the spring months of 19)8 by urhan families with different 
income levels (after tax). It shows the number of meals purchased and the 
| total number of meals eaten away from home. Total meals include those re~ 
ceived as gift or pay as well as meals purchased. It is apparent that total 
|consumption of purchased meals will somewhat exceed the reported meals pur- 
\chased because part of the meals received as gift or pay will have been pur- 
|chased by others, However, the relationship between family income and meals 
‘coneamed as purchased will probably be representative of total purchased meals 
(consumed by urban families, 

MEALS EATEN AWAY FROM 

HOME, BY INCOME CLASS 
Per Member of Urban Families, Spring 1948 

Total eaten away 
from home 

Purchased 

6 8 10 Tad 

INCOME ($ THOUS.)° 
* NUMBER OF MEALS, 1 WEEK, APR.-JUNE © 1947 FAMILY INCOME AFTER TAXES 

| U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. 4081-56(4) AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE 

| Figure 7 
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Number of meals purchased was chosen for comparison with income levels, 
rather than dollars paid for meals or other measures, because it is believed 
that number of meals purchased has a relatively greater relationship to use of | 
jams, preserves, or jellies by institutional feeding establishments. | 

Figure 7 indicates that there is an association between number of meals 
purchased per family member and family income level. The number of meals pur- 
chased increases as income rises, but the rate of increase decelerates as in=- | 
comes rise. 

If the assumption were made that these relationships between urban family | 
income and purchases of meals away from home remain constant, an estimate of 
the effect of future family income changes can be obtained. In 1948, a family | 
of average income would have been expected to purchase about 1.4 meals per 
family member in a week. If average family income had been about $8,500, the 
average number of meals purchased would have risen to about 2.25 per week per 
family member. With almost a doubling of family income, an increase of about 
60 percent in number of purchased meals per family member would have been ex- 
pected. This is equivalent to the assumed situation in 1975. 

If the usage pattern for jams, preserves, and jellies remains the same 
throughout the period, changes in quantities purchased by restaurants, cafe- 
terias, or other institutional feeding establishments would be expected to 
change in direct relationship to the number of meals served. 

An increase in the number of meals purchased should result in a corre= 
sponding decrease in the number of meals eaten at home. This substitution of 
food sources, however, should not affect the validity of estimates made as to 
consumption of commercially produced jams, preserves, and jellies either 
through retail or institutional channels, since the effect of this change in 
eating habits of families of different income levels is implicit in the basic 
data used. 

Use of Jams, Preserves, and Jellies by Commercial Bakers 

No clear measure was obtained as to relationships between use of these 
products in commercial baking and changes in income levels. From the survey 
of urban family food consumption, data are available as to home consumption of | 
various purchased bakery products by urban families of different income levels 
in 1948. Table 13 shows average home consumption, per family member, of pur- | 
chased cakes, pies, and other bakery products--including cookies, doughnuts, 
sweet rolls, buns, and sweet crackers-=-by urban families during a l-week 
period in the spring of 19)8. Jams, preserves, or jellies may be used in the 
manufacture of some items in each of these categories. 

Apparently there is relatively little association between family income 
and the purchase of pies. A limited tendency is evidenced for cake purchases, | 
per family member, to increase as income levels rise. Only in the "other 
bakery products" category does there appear to be a strong association between | 
quantity purchased and level of family income. For these items, purchases 
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increase rapidly through the lower family income levels, up to $4,000. As 

incomes rise above this level, however, relatively small increases appear to 
take place in quantities purchased. 

| There is no indication in any of these bakery goods categories as to the 
relative purchases of items containing jams, preserves, or jellies by families 
with different income levels. However, if purchases of items containing jams, 
‘preserves, or jellies approach the average for their respective bakery goods 
categories, it would appear that changes in family income level probably would 
|have relatively little effect upon quantities of preserves purchased, particu- 
larly when average family incomes are $4,000 or more. In such a case, the 
demand by the bakers' trade for fruit jams, preserves, or jellies would be 
expected to be affected more by changes in total population than from shifts 
din family income level. 

Rcie 13.-=-Selected bakery products purchased: Average quantity used per mem- 
ber of urban housekeeping families, by income class, in 1 week, spring 
(April-June) 19,8 

a i A ee gr nee 

selected bakery goods 
D4 

| Income 1/ 2 
| ; Cake : Pie : Other 2/ : Total 
| 3 

: Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 

Under SE OUO Ts ce eitte cfc ore'c coe css see e ore 2 0.126 0.01 0.160 0.329 

Ono 999 eons corns oe les ce one oe MeN? 4113 050 0179 0402 
OC as eared acinar recs oie nears > bs © 2050 237 17 
$3,000-$3, CON ee eas ook eee, PETG 00,3 o2h1 40 
MOCO t 99D. te root ec cote ae ee cee ely 0032 «260 039 
ie, 000-$7,199........ oe eee ee teed 2069 276 066 
$7,500 BIC OVEN oe cee eee e se ete ceri elco 2031 3213 2410 

$ 
2 ES - 

1/1947 family income (after Federal income taxes). 
2/ Includes cookies, doughnuts, sweet rolls, buns, and sweet crackers. 

From Agr. Inform. Bul. 132 (see footnote 8, p. 23). 

Estimated Overall Demand for Jams, Preserves, and Jellies 

An estimate of overall future demand for commercially produced jams, pre- 
|serves, and jellies must be based upon movements through each major outlet-- 
‘retail, institutional, and food manufacturing. With increases in national 
income, the relative increase in marketings of these products through the in- 
‘stitutional feeding outlet may be considerably greater than those occurring 
in the retail or bakery trade outlets. Increases in family income levels 
‘probably will have more effect in increasing demand for those items used in 
la home than those used in the bakery industry. 

| Limited information is available as to relative volumes of jams, pre- 
Ep ouRRE and jellies moving through the retail, institutional, and food 

| 
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manufacturing channels. A breakdown of the preserve pack by size and type of 
containers provides an intimation as to the probable distribution pattern. 
Preserves packed in glass containers of 1 pound or less are generally marketed 
through retail channels, Preserves packed in larger sizes or other types of 
containers are destined usually for food manufacturing or institutional out- 
lets (including military). 

During the years 1950-53 a declining portion of the total jam, preserve, 
and jelly pack was packed in glass containers of 1 pound or less. In 1950, 
this portion was about 73 percent of the total. By 1953 it had dropped to 
about 6); percent. This decline would indicate that the institutional and 
food manufacturing outlets have been increasing in importance relative to the 
retail market. Increases in quantities of preserves packed for the institu- 
tional and food manufacturing markets accounted for a sizable portion of the 
total production increases taking place during this period. 

The unknown quantity of jams, preserves, and jellies used in food manu- 
facturing is probably affected less by income changes than the quantities 
used for other purposes. This unknown quantity was compensated for by assum- 
ing that about 75 percent of commercially produced jams, preserves, and jel- 
lies would be affected by changes in income level in a way similar to that 
estimated for use of these products by urban households (retail channel). 
The remaining 25 percent was assumed to have an income relationship approach- 
ing that estimated for the use of these products in restaurants and other 
feeding establishments. 

Per capita consumption of purchased jams and jellies by urban families 
in 1975 may be about 19 percent above 19,8 levels. Use of these products in 
restaurants and other feeding establishments may be about 60 percent greater 
by 1975 (on a per capita basis). Therefore, an application of the above 
weights would indicate the possibility that per capita consumption of these 
ee through all channels in 1975 may be about 30 percent higher than in 
1945. 

Estimated Consumption in 1975 

In 1948 total commercial jam and jelly production (and consumption) was 
about 3.05 pounds per person. By 1975, per capita consumption would be ex-= 
pected to rise about 30 percent, or to about ) pounds per person, if the pro- 
jected relationships continue throughout the period. An estimated population 
of 214.6 million in 1975 indicates a demand for about 860 million pounds of 
commercially produced jams, preserves, and jellies in 1975, If the 1975 
population is as high as 228.5 million, this would project a production of 
about 915 million pounds. Should the rate of population increase slacken and 
a population as low as 206.9 million be attained, a jam, preserve, and jelly 
pack of about 825 million pounds would be expected. Considering the rate of 
population growth through 1955, a projection of preserve production based 
upon a population of 21.5 million would appear conservative. 
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Fruit Requirements for Projected 1975 Production 

If the fresh weight of fruits used in jam, preserve, and jelly production 
continues to approximate 0.5 pounds to each pound of finished product, total 
fruit requirements in 1975 would range between 112.5 and 57.5 million pounds, 
depending upon population estimates used. If estimate is based upon a popu- 
lation of 214.6 million, requirements would be about 130 million pounds. 

Likewise, if frozen fruits continue at the 1953 level of usage, when they 
constituted about 46 percent of fruits and berries used, between 190 and 210 

million pounds of fruits and berries would be frozen for use in the manuface- 
ture of jams, preserves, and jellies. This quantity would represent an 

increase from 1953 of about 50 to 70 million pounds. Such an increase in 
frozen fruit requirements would be equivalent to between 9 and 13 percent of 

the total 1953 commercial frozen fruit pack, excluding frozen citrus juice 
_ concentrates. 

Comparison of Short-Range and Long-Range Effects 

of Increasing Income Upon Consumption 

Under the assumptions made, the estimated increase of 30 percent in per 

capita consumption of commercially produced jams, preserves, and jellies be- 
tween 198 and 1975 would be associated with a projected change in per capita 
disposable income from $1,267 to $2,)9. This association would not be ex- 

_pected to take the form of a wniform relationship, however. If the projected 
income rise were to occur at a steady rate throughout the period, a propor- 
tionately larger segment of the total increase in per capita consumption of 

| jams, preserves, and jellies would be expected during the earlier years. The 
impact of income upon consumption would be expected to decelerate throughout 
the period in a curvilinear relationship. 

| The effect of income changes were estimated for 198-53 as well as for 
(1948-75 so that estimates of the short-range and long-range effects of higher 
family incomes upon consumption of these products could be compared. This 
|comparison was developed through measures of elasticity implied from income 
and consumption projections. Indicated income-consumption relationships for 
1948 are assumed to remain constant throughout both the 198-53 and 198-75 
| periods. 

| The estimated income elasticity 16/ for overall purchases of jam, pre= 
serves, and jelly by urban families for 198-53 was about 0.475, compared 
/with 0.30 for 198-75. The estimated income elasticity for consumption 
“through the institutional outlet only for 198-53 was about 1.10, whereas 
for the longer term it drops to around 0.60. Although income elasticities 
“were not developed for use of preserves in the bakery trade, it would appear 
that as families move from lower income brackets their increasing purchases 

16/ Income elasticity is the ratio of percentage change in consumption 
to percentage change in income, 
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of such bakery products would not keep pace percentagewise with their rise in 
income. 

Evaluation of Projected Consumption 

The estimated consumption in 1975 of between 825 and 915 million pounds 
of commercially produced jams, preserves, and jellies may be conservative. As 
mentioned earlier, if population growth continues at the present rate, the 
1975 population would be expected to be found in the upper portion of the pro= 
jected population range. Also, the estimated 30-percent increase in per capita| 
demand resulting from rising family incomes may be a conservative evaluation. 

Under the assumptions used, it was estimated from budget data that the 
income elasticity for jams, preserves, and jellies for 198-53 would have been | 
about 0.4.75. However, the income elasticity developed from actual production 
data for the period was considerably higher--about 0.88. 17/ A part of this 
difference may be ascribed to conservative estimates of the portion of the pre-| 
serve pack moving into the institutional outlet, | 

Other changes in the consumption pattern, which are not subject to mea- | 
sure from data available, may have accounted for increasing consumption during | 
19),8-53. During these years, there has been a general trend toward more mar= | 
keting services that improve the quality and attractiveness of the food and 
save the housewife time in preparing it. Because of this trend, commercially 
produced jams, preserves, and jellies may have been substituted for some home- | 
preserved jams and jellies. | 

The increasing portion of the total population living in large cities 
would be expected to affect the home production of jams and jellies, since the | 
percentage of families engaged in such activities drops rapidly as the size of | 
the city of residence increases. To the extent that such substitution took 
place during the 1948-53 period, the full impact of the change would be regis= 
tered within this period. Future use of commercial preserves by families that | 
have already shifted from home preserving to the use of the commercial product | 
might be expected to remain relatively stable. 

One of the basic assumptions made was that current trends in food con- 
sumption were expected to continue throughout the period of the projections, 
However, there are many changes occurring which may be expected to be re- 
flected in preserve purchasing patterns. Changes in the composition and age 
structure of the population, the make-up of the labor force, the extent of 
public eating facilities, and changes in home meal preparation methods are 
only a few of the many factors which may be expected to have an effect upon 

17/ Based on examples given by Lawrence R. Klein, in "A Textbook of 
Econometrics," 1953, pp. 211-225, coefficients derived from budget data would 
be expected to differ from comparable coefficients derived from time series 
data, with the difference depending on the particular way in which the data 
were generated. 
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the quantities of commercially produced preserves that will be consumed during 
the next 20 years. Preserves, jams, and jellies account for a small portion 
of the consumer's food dollar. <A small change in general food consumption 
patterns could cause sizable changes in the demand for these products. 

Table 14.--Estimated composition of commercial jam, preserve, and jelly pack, 

] 

|
 

! 

| 

by regions, 199-53 

ee ee North- : North : ¢ United 

east Central : States 

Percent Percent Percent’ Percent Percent 
qe Geese Gee eee 

1953 

Jams and Preserves: 

Strawberry coccccvescccccece: 33.0 31.3 2702 33-1 32-65 

Red raspberry Ceceecveccecces 9.3 6.8 lef 4.2 e3 

Grape Scoccenveececcecenseoes 15.6 18.1 12.9 Bee 14.2 

Peach ceoscccccvcceccccoccce: Te2 9.5 18.1 6.7 9.6 

Cherry COOCL LORS LOCO LE ECEOHOCO?® 4.8 lig5 hel 302 4.3 

Blackberry:1/ sesssesseseeee? Sell 6.1 1361 11.2 8.0 

Other COCCCCE HE OCOLOCOOOOSO® 2he? 2361 22.0 36.4 26.1 

Total CCOCCOC COOOL OEOO?® 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Jellies: 
Grape 000000800 COHHHOO OLED 32.1 33.8 19.1 2lel 28.9 

Apple C00 OEOORCOOC OHH OOEOE®S 963 8.3 16.2 12.2 18.5 

Apple MLXtUTC ecccccvccccce’ 28.5 18,2 17.6 15.7 2260 

Currant ecseccscecccccccece’ ed heli 0.6 59 367 

Crabapple eecccccccccccccce’ 309 566 0.9 205 30h 

Blackberry 1/..ccccccscccce! 208 8.2 8.5 139 6.6 

Other ceoccccccccccccveccccsce® 18,8 21.5 Tel 21.9 16.9 

Total 0000000000808 008 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Continued 

See footnote at end of table. 
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Table 1)4.--Estimated composition of commercial jam, preserve, and jelly pack, 
by regions, 19),9-53--continued 

Year and item 

1952 

Jams and Preserves: 
Strawberry Coeeeoceceseceecoe 

Red raspberry cecccoccecece 

GFAPEc eccccccecccceccecccoe 

Peach ceeoccccccccccccccsocce 

Cherry ceoccccccccccvcccccoe 

Blackberry L/sccccccccccece 

Other @@302000008080688980886886080886 

Total eecoeceeseveesese® 

Jellies: 
Grape COCHCCECOCE LOCOCO CEE E OEE 

Apple CCOOCCEHOE OE TOO COLO OE 

Apple mixture ceccccesccces 

CUFFANG: secccceessccuececes 

Crabapple CCeCeocescreereecose 

Blackberry 1/ eeeceesecccoece 

Gur. secsiccie cece © otlcclcics o 

Total 

Region 

United 

States 

sNorthe 3 North 

: east : Central South West 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

29.9 29.) 2525 40.3 30.4 
1322 6.7 Zeal Led tee 
15.8 17.0 13.6 8.5 14.8 
8.0 9k 16,2 6.2 9.6 
5e7 6.0 ol 4.6 5.6 

yal 13.0 12320 7,6 
2.3 26.1 2e2 2363 214.8 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.9 

eo 08 @6 O68 08 86 08 28 o& 8 08 SS 06 be 28 2 88 88 ove 

V1 @ pe 

30.4 2709 20.5 20.9 26.5 
11.5 8.6 h6.4 OFF 19.6 
28.5 PAS) LPSh 2309 23.8 

$ Beis Sil Le 6.6 h.2 
° Le5 125 0.8 364 lif2Z 

: 3e0 139 6.9 15.9 6.4 
16.4 21 6.9 LQsGs, 15.3 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
26 86 e8 e8 

Continued 

See footnote at end of table, 
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Table 14,--Estimated composition of commercial jam, preserve, and jelly pack, 
by regions, 19)9-53--continued 

Year and item North 
United 

Central : South West : States 

=a Oo uP} cr ty t 

eo 00 

1951 ‘Percent Percent. Percent Percent Percent 

Jams and Preserves: ; 
Strawberry eccccccccccccccs. 26.1 32.5 30.7 23:05 20.5 

Red raspberry eccccccccccce. 10.5 6.6 362 Del Tel 

Grape eocccccccccccccccccon. 2029 18.0 15.0 Tels 16.0 

Peach Ceeccecccccccccccccce. qe> 8.7 12.7 12,8 9.8 

Cherry Co ccccccccseccecccoe. 6.2 6.6 6.9 369 569 

Blackberry L/secccssesesses © he3 4.8 ay 10.8 Tel 
Other coccecccccccecsescoce 2.5 22.8 19.8 2569 236 

Total eeoeeveoveesesceeeee 

Jellies: 
GFAPC ceccccccccccccccccecs 32.6 28.7 2.8 3161 30.0 

App C eccccesecceceseesoese 12.0 9 ol li2e2 1050 18.2 

Apple MLXEULC covcccccccces Otel UG eZ L6a7 16. 2169 

Currant eesccccsecccccccvece 1.8 Say eZ 569 he2 

Crabapple eoccccevccccccecs hed 6.9 1.2 226 hel 

Blackberry 1/ Coovecsevsece 2el 8.1 he? 12.6 52 

Other cecccccccccesevcccces 15.9 23-5 9.2 21.) 16.l 

Total COCKE OCHOOCEOCEOCEEO 

22 808 e©8 e8 S60 88 68 se 80 28 88 0©©@ 808 8 0&8 se 0 

Continued 

See footnote at end of table. 
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Table 1).--Estimated composition of commercial jam, preserve, and jelly pack, 
by regions, 19),9-53--continued 

Year and item 

; Region is 

*North- : North : 2 : United 

* east * Central * South <= West : States 

1950 

Jams and Preserves: 
Strawberry ceccccccececcscce 

Red raspberry ecccccccccccs 

GPAPE eccccccccccscecccceccs 

Peach cocccccccccccccscecese 

Cherry ecccccccecescccccsce 

Blackberry fy cognooCotoaccne 

Other @eeeeeooeadeeeeeeoeeee eed 

Total eeeeeecceceoesecse 

Jellies: 

GYAPC eocccccccccvecccccccs 

Apple COCCCHCOCLCELOS OEE EOE 

Apple MiXtUre eeccccscsecce 

CUrTant cecccccecccccceccce 

Crabapple @eeoceeseceeserese 

Blackberry Macs ceceseacs +e 

Other @@€@e22020060860970000088086080608 

Total eeeceesoreeseeoege 

See footnote at end of table, 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

25.3 2he3 27st 3561 27 elt 
ESS Gel! hed 6.7 8.9 

1932 162), 13.1 6.6 L533 
8.5 1282 14.1 10.5 10.6 
567 5.6 Tak 3.6 5.5 
6.1 6.9 13.0 4153 8.5 

23,3 2he2 20.8 26,2 23.8 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 106. o) 

29.8 29.5 23.1 Be 29.20 
18.8 10.6 Hidde 9.7 21h 
2.6 rs? T6sT 12.9 19.9 
4.9 Seis. 1.0 Get res 

he? 106 Bupa 2.8 4.2 
1.9 8.6 5.6 10.9 Leg 

15.3 2157 Bile |i 22.2 16.3 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Continued 
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‘Table 1h .--Estimated composition of commercial jam, preserve, and jelly pack, 
by regions, 191,9-53--continued 

Year and item 

199 

Jams and Preserves: 
Strawberry COCceceseerececes 

Red raspberry ecccecccecsoe 

| Grape COCCCCCEHC EL ELELECOO® 

Peach soccccccvccccccceccce 

| Cherry COeeCCSCHECEHSLOEEESE 

Blackberry Hy erejelele a eisieie evelcle 

OERET ceccecceocecceseseesee 

Total C0CCOOCCOOEOC CHEESES 

Jellies: 

Grape coccccccecccccccccece 

Apple SOCK CCECOSLECOETOLOOCE 

Apple MOAXtULre ceeccesccccce 

Currant ©0000 CHHC HEE OH HSOE 

Crabapple ©2800000000000C88 

Blackberry 1/ 
OUHCr csececcecevccecccccoce 

Total OOCCOCOCOLCOCEO HOES 

? Region 

sNorth= *: North 3: : 

: east : Central * South : West 

*Percent Percent Percent Percent 

gece 22.1 32.2 alt 
Se tele | 9h 30h 10.9 
Th 6s 19.6 16.5 509 
d <0 12.3 ice 8. 

: oe 5.8 Toll lie 

° 5.8 ATE 16 ii. 

ry 1933 22 eu: Set 2265 

> 106.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

2 853 32.6 28.1 29,1 
4 16,3 8.9 ray) Bed 

ry 21.f 1(.9 Lisi. 13.2 

8 6. 463 0.6 642 

$ hed h.6 0.9 303 

: 2.9 nin BA 5.6 16.) 
° 20.5 20.6 6.0 2361 

= 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

: United 

s States 
} SS eS a 

Percent 

1/ Includes dewberry, loganberry, boysenberry, and youngberry. 

Based upon U. S. Department of Commerce Fruit Spread reports. 

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1956 O - 389515 
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